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'You look as if you've seen a ghost!' Jade is used to living in the shadow of her best friend,
Vicky. Vicky's sparkly, hilarious and full of life. And, she's certainly not going to let a small thing
like being dead stop her from living life to the full. But as Jade attempts to move on, Vicky is
determined to make her presence felt. Vicky Angel is a heartwarming and hilarious read that
explores grief, guilt and confidence. A moving story that young readers will adore. Readers will
weep, identify and enjoy the book enormously - Sunday Times
Discovering a break-up letter to an unnamed recipient months after the death of her sister,
grieving sixteen-year-old Juniper resolves to discover the identity of the person her sister was
writing to in the hope of finding closure.
MOXIE movie launching on NETFLIX on 3rd March 2021, directed by and starring Amy
Poehler. 'I LOVE THIS BOOK SO MUCH!' Zoella '... this is my new favorite book. I'm proud to
be a Moxie girl!' Jennifer Niven, author of All the Bright Places and Holding Up the Universe
Vivian Carter is fed up. Fed up with her high school teachers who think the football team can
do no wrong. Fed up with sexist dress codes, hallway harassment and gross comments from
guys during class. But most of all, Viv Carter is fed up with always following the rules. Viv's
mum was a tough-as-nails, punk rock Riot Grrrl in the '90s, and now Viv takes a page from her
mother's past and creates Moxie, a feminist zine that she distributes anonymously to her
classmates. She's just blowing off steam, but other girls respond and spread the Moxie
message. As Viv forges friendships with other young women across the divides of cliques and
popularity rankings, she realises that what she has started is nothing short of a girl revolution.
TIME TO FIGHT LIKE A GIRL A page-turning read with a feminist message, for anyone who
has ever had to deal with #everydaysexism 'MOXIE is sweet funny and fierce. Read this and
then join the fight!' AMY POEHLER Also by Jennifer Mathieu: The Liars: Perfect for fans of We
Were Liars - two siblings wrestle with the secrets and lies that threaten to destroy their future.
The Truth About Alice: Fans of Thirteen Reasons Why will love this powerful book about
stereotypes, secrets and standing up for gender equality. Devoted: An empowering, feminist
coming-of-age story about self-discovery, as a girl with a controlling family realizes that her life
is her own - if only she can find the courage to fight for it. Afterward: A tragic kidnapping leads
to an unlikely friendship in this novel about finding light in the midst of darkness.
MoxieTime to Fight Like a GirlHodder Children's Books
From the author of Moxie comes a stunning novel told in three voices about the lies families tell
to survive. Every year, summer begins when the Callahans arrive on Mariposa Island. That’s
when Elena Finney gets to escape her unstable, controlling mother by babysitting for their two
children. And the summer of 1986 promises to be extra special when she meets J.C., the new
boy in town, whose kisses make Elena feel like she’s been transported to a new world.
Joaquin Finney can’t imagine why anyone would want to come to Mariposa Island. He just
graduated from high school and dreams about going to California to find his father and escape
his mother’s manipulation. The Liars of Mariposa Island follows siblings Elena and Joaquin,
with flashbacks to their mother's experience as a teenage refugee fleeing the Cuban
revolution. Jennifer Mathieu’s multilayered novel explores the nature of secrets, lies, and
fierce, destructive love.
This romantic story of hope, chance, and change from the author of The Statistical Probability
of Love at First Sight is one JENNY HAN says is filled with all of her "favorite things,"
MORGAN MATSON calls “something wonderful” and STEPHANIE PERKINS says “is rich
with the intensity of real love.” Alice has never believed in luck, but that doesn’t stop her from
rooting for love. After pining for her best friend Teddy for years, she jokingly gifts him a lottery
ticket—attached to a note professing her love—on his birthday. Then, the unthinkable happens:
he actually wins. At first, it seems like the luckiest thing on earth. But as Teddy gets swept up
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by his $140 million windfall and fame and fortune come between them, Alice is forced to
consider whether her stroke of good fortune might have been anything but. She bought a
winning lottery ticket. He collected the cash. Will they realize that true love’s the real prize?
Featured in Seventeen Magazine's "What's Hot Now" “Windfall is about all of my favorite
things—a girl’s first big love, her first big loss, and—her first big luck.” —JENNY HAN, New York
Times bestselling author of To All the Boys I’ve Loved Before “Windfall is perfectly named;
reading it, I felt like I had suddenly found something wonderful.” —MORGAN MATSON, New
York Times bestselling author of The Unexpected Everything “Windfall is rich with the intensity
of real love— in all its heartache and hope.” —STEPHANIE PERKINS, New York Times
bestselling author of Isla and the Happily Ever After "If you’re looking for your next great read,
then you’re in 'luck!'" —Justine Magazine
Tilly Frost has grown up reading her grandmother's bestselling romance novels - so when the
one and only Beatrix Frost is taken ill, Tilly finishes writing her latest work. Then Tilly agrees to
start the next book. But what is her gran hiding from her? And how can Tilly write a heartpounding romance when she's never been in love? Can she turn her school crush into
something more? One thing Tilly should know is that the course of true love never did run
smooth... If you liked FANGIRL, you'll love this!
It’s not a lie if you can’t remember the truth. “Mesmerizing, electric, and achingly lovely, The
One Memory of Flora Banks is unforgettable. One of the best YA novels I've read in a very
long time.” --Jennifer Niven, New York Times bestselling author of All the Bright Places
Seventeen-year-old Flora Banks has no short-term memory. Her mind resets itself several
times a day, and has since the age of ten, when the tumor that was removed from Flora’s
brain took with it her ability to make new memories. That is, until she kisses Drake, her best
friend's boyfriend, the night before he leaves town. Miraculously, this one memory breaks
through Flora's fractured mind, and sticks. Flora is convinced that Drake is responsible for
restoring her memory and making her whole again. So, when an encouraging email from
Drake suggests she meet him on the other side of the world—in Svalbard, Norway—Flora knows
with certainty that this is the first step toward reclaiming her life. But will following Drake be the
key to unlocking Flora’s memory? Or will the journey reveal that nothing is quite as it seems?
Already a bestselling debut in the UK, this unforgettable novel is Memento meets We Were
Liars and will have you racing through the pages to unravel the truth. Praise for The One
Memory of Flora Banks: An EW Most Anticipated YA Novel of 2017 ? "[A] remarkable
odyssey...an enthralling story...a deftly, compassionately written mystery.” —Booklist, starred
review ? "Barr’s tale mingles Oliver Sacks–like scientific curiosity with Arctic adventure and YA
novel in a way that’s equally unsettling, winsome, and terrifying." —Horn Book, starred review
"Perfect for fans of both young adult romance and psychological thrillers, The One Memory of
Flora Banks is destined to become one of your favorite beach reads of 2017. Promise." —Bustle
"Mesmerizing, electric, and achingly lovely, The One Memory of Flora Banks is unforgettable.
One of the best YA novels I've read in a very long time." —Jennifer Niven, New York Times
bestselling author of All the Bright Places "Ultimately, this title will leave readers with a sense
of hope and faith in the human spirit....A strong choice for YA shelves." —School Library Journal
"Flora’s situation may be singular, but her desire for autonomy should speak loudly to teens in
the midst of their own journeys into adulthood." —Publishers Weekly "An affecting portrayal of
living with amnesia and discovering one's own agency." —Kirkus "[T]his is [Barr's] first YA novel
and it is a good one. It will not be forgotten by readers." —VOYA "An extraordinarily moving and
original novel, a story of secrecy and lie, love and loss that manages to be both heart-breaking
and life-affirming...Barr’s first novel for teenagers...is as brave as Flora herself." —Daily Mail
"An icily atmospheric story...captivating...[a] pacy page-turner that packs a significant
emotional punch." —The Guardian

From the acclaimed author of Moxie comes a gripping gender-flipped reimagining of
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The Outsiders that explores the deep bonds of female friendship and what it takes to be
a "bad girl." 1964. Houston, Texas. Evie Barnes is a bad girl. So are all her friends.
They’re the sort who wear bold makeup, laugh too loud, and run around with boys.
Most of all, they protect their own against the world. So when Evie is saved from a
sinister encounter by a good girl from the "right" side of the tracks, every rule she's
always lived by is called into question. Now she must redefine what it means to be a
bad girl and rethink everything she knew about loyalty. In this riveting story of murder,
secrets, and tragedy, Jennifer Mathieu puts a female twist on S. E. Hinton's The
Outsiders. Bad Girls Never Say Die has all the drama and heartache of that teen
classic, but with a feminist take just right for our times.
Fifteen-year-old Aki Simon has a theory. And it's mostly about sex. No, it isn't that kind
of theory. Aki already knows she's bisexual—even if, until now, it's mostly been in the
hypothetical sense. Aki has dated only guys so far, and her best friend, Lori, is the only
person who knows she likes girls, too. Actually, Aki's theory is that she's got only one
shot at living an interesting life—and that means she's got to stop sitting around and
thinking so much. It's time for her to actually do something. Or at least try. So when Aki
and Lori set off on a church youth-group trip to a small Mexican town for the summer
and Aki meets Christa—slightly older, far more experienced—it seems her theory is prime
for the testing. But it's not going to be easy. For one thing, how exactly do two girls
have sex, anyway? And more important, how can you tell if you're in love? It's going to
be a summer of testing theories—and the result may just be love.
After the death of her longtime friend and flatmate, retired British history teacher Julia
Garnet does something completely out of character: She takes a six-month rental on a
modest apartment in Venice. She befriends a young Italian boy and English twins who
are restoring a fourteenth-century chapel. And she falls in love for the first time in her
life with an art dealer named Carlo. Juxtaposing Julia's journey of self-discovery with
the apocryphal tale of Tobias and the Archangel Raphael, Miss Garnet's Angel tells a
lyrical, incandescent story of love, loss, miracles, and redemption and of one woman's
transformation and epiphany.
Read the book behind the upcoming NETFLIX movie launching on 3rd March 2021,
directed by and starring Amy Poehler. 'I LOVE THIS BOOK SO MUCH!' Zoella '... this is
my new favorite book. I'm proud to be a Moxie girl!' Jennifer Niven, author of All the
Bright Places and Holding Up the Universe When an unlikely teenager stands up to
sexism in her high school she unwittingly starts a feminist revolution that shakes her
whole town. It's time to fight like a girl! Perfect for fans of Holly Bourne. Vivian Carter is
fed up. Fed up with her high school teachers who think the football team can do no
wrong. Fed up with sexist dress codes, hallway harassment and gross comments from
guys during class. But most of all, Viv Carter is fed up with always following the rules.
Viv's mum was a tough-as-nails, punk rock Riot Grrrl in the '90s, and now Viv takes a
page from her mother's past and creates Moxie, a feminist zine that she distributes
anonymously to her classmates. She's just blowing off steam, but other girls respond
and spread the Moxie message. As Viv forges friendships with other young women
across the divides of cliques and popularity rankings, she realises that what she has
started is nothing short of a girl revolution. TIME TO FIGHT LIKE A GIRL A pageturning read with a feminist message, for anyone who has ever had to deal with
#everydaysexism 'MOXIE is sweet funny and fierce. Read this and then join the fight!'
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AMY POEHLER Also by Jennifer Mathieu: The Liars: Perfect for fans of We Were Liars
- two siblings wrestle with the secrets and lies that threaten to destroy their future. The
Truth About Alice: Fans of Thirteen Reasons Why will love this powerful book about
stereotypes, secrets and standing up for gender equality. Devoted: An empowering,
feminist coming-of-age story about self-discovery, as a girl with a controlling family
realizes that her life is her own - if only she can find the courage to fight for it.
Afterward: A tragic kidnapping leads to an unlikely friendship in this novel about finding
light in the midst of darkness.
An Edgar Award Finalist! The things I've seen are burned into me, like scars that refuse
to fade. Before, she lived inside the fence. Before, she was never allowed to leave the
property, never allowed to talk to Outsiders, never allowed to speak her mind. Because
Father John controlled everything—and Father John liked rules. Disobeying Father John
came with terrible consequences. But there are lies behind Father John's words.
Outside, there are different truths. Then came the fire. "Genuinely different...thrilling
and spellbinding!"—Patrick Ness, #1 New York Times bestelling author "The gripping
story of survival and escape...It will keep you up late until you get to the very
end."—Maureen Johnson, New York Times bestselling author of Truly Devious
The girl who wouldn't die ... hunting a killer who shouldn't exist. He's the perfect killer.
Unstoppable. Untraceable. He thinks. CHICAGO, 1931. Harper Curtis, a violent drifter,
stumbles on a house with a secret as shocking as his own twisted nature - it opens onto
other times. He uses it to stalk his carefully chosen 'shining girls' through the decades and cut the spark out of them. 'It's not my fault. It's yours. You shouldn't shine. You
shouldn't make me do this.' CHICAGO, 1992. they say what doesn't kill you makes you
stronger. tell that to Kirby Mazrachi, whose life was shattered after a brutal attempt to
murder her. Still struggling to find the attacker, Kirby's only ally is Dan, an ex-homicide
reporter who covered the case and now might be falling in love with her. As Kirby
investigates, she finds the other girls - the ones who didn't make it. the evidence is ...
impossible. But for a girl who should be dead, impossible doesn't mean it didn't happen
... 'strong contender for the role of this summer's universal beach read ... loaded with
acrobatic twists' New York times
In an alternate Brooklyn, New York, Lorna flirts with the idea of love despite the fact that
any boy a Devonairre Street girl falls in love with is destined to die.
Emma O'Donovan is eighteen, beautiful, and fearless. It's the beginning of summer in a
quiet Irish town and tonight she and her friends have dressed to impress. Everyone is
at the party, and all eyes are on Emma. The next morning Emma's parents discover her
collapsed on the doorstop of their home, unconscious. She is disheveled, bleeding, and
disoriented, looking as if she had been dumped there. To her distress, Emma can't
remember what happened the night before. All she knows is that none of her friends will
respond to her texts. At school, people turn away from her and whisper under their
breath. Her mind may be a blank as far as the events of the previous evening, but
someone has posted photos of it on Facebook under a fake account, "Easy
Emma"--photos she will never be able to forget. As the photos go viral and a criminal
investigation is launched, the community is thrown into tumult. The media descends,
neighbors chose sides, and people from all over the world want to talk about her story.
Everyone has something to say about Emma. Asking For It is a powerful story about
the devastating effects of rape and public shaming, told through the awful experience of
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a young woman whose life is changed forever by an act of violence.
From the author of Moxie, soon to be a major Netflix production An empowering, feminist
coming-of-age story about self-discovery, from the author of MOXIE - a Zoella Book Club book
... Rachel Walker's family and community have turned away from the world. Every part of
Rachel's life is controlled, from what she reads to where she goes and what she wears. Her
parents dictate how her life must be: marriage, modesty, children and obedience to her future
husband. But when a former member of her community, a girl who escaped, moves back to
her small Texas town, Rachel's world turns upside down. She realises that her life is her own.
But can she find the courage to fight for it?
Winner of the CILIP Amnesty Honour 2017. Shortlisted for the Guardian Children's Fiction
Prize and the CILIP Carnegie Medal 2017. Perfect for fans of THE BOY IN THE STRIPED
PYJAMAS. This is a beautiful, vivid and deeply moving story about a refugee boy who has
spent his entire life living in a detention centre. This novel reminds us all of the importance of
freedom, hope, and the power of a story to speak for anyone who's ever struggled to find a
safe home. '...a special book' - Morris Gleitzman, author of the acclaimed ONCE series Born in
a refugee camp, all Subhi knows of the world is that he's at least 19 fence diamonds high, the
nice Jackets never stay long, and at night he dreams that the sea finds its way to his tent,
bringing with it unusual treasures. And one day it brings him Jimmie. Carrying a notebook that
she's unable to read and wearing a sparrow made out of bone around her neck - both
talismans of her family's past and the mother she's lost - Jimmie strikes up an unlikely
friendship with Subhi beyond the fence. As he reads aloud the tale of how Jimmie's family
came to be, both children discover the importance of their own stories in writing their futures.
June's life at home with her stepmother and stepsister is a dark one--and a secret one. Not
even her dad knows the truth, and she can't find the words to tell anyone else. She's trapped
like a butterfly in a net. Then June meets Blister, a boy from a large, loving, chaotic family. In
him, she finds a glimmer of hope that perhaps she can find a way to fly far, far away. Because
she deserves her freedom. Doesn't she?
Real, compulsive and intense: Cat Clarke is the queen of emotional suspense. For fans of
Jandy Nelson, Paula Hawkins, and Megan Abbott. 'Emotive, creepy AND funny. A quality pageturner' SARAH CROSSAN 'A new Cat Clarke novel is always something to celebrate and
Girlhood could be her best yet' JUNO DAWSON Harper has tried to forget the past and fit in at
expensive boarding school Duncraggan Academy. Her new group of friends are tight; the kind
of girls who Harper knows have her back. But Harper can't escape the guilt of her twin sister's
Jenna's death, and her own part in it - and she knows noone else will ever really understand.
But new girl Kirsty seems to get Harper in ways she never expected. She has lost a sister too.
Harper finally feels secure. She finally feels...loved. As if she can grow beyond the person she
was when Jenna died. Then Kirsty's behaviour becomes more erratic. Why is her life a perfect
mirror of Harper's? And why is she so obsessed with Harper's lost sister? Soon, Harper's
closeness with Kirsty begins to threaten her other relationships, and her own sense of identity.
How can Harper get back to the person she wants to be, and to the girls who mean the most to
her? A darkly compulsive story about love, death, and growing up under the shadow of grief.
Doing anything 'like a woman' used to be an insult. Now, as the women in this book show, it
means being brave, speaking out, and taking risks, changing the world one step at a time.
Here, campaigner and journalist Caroline Criado-Perez introduces us to a host of pioneers,
including a female fighter pilot in Afghanistan; a Chilean revolutionary; the Russian punks who
rocked against Putin; and the Iranian journalist who uncovered her hair.
A tragic kidnapping leads to an unlikely friendship in this novel about finding light in the midst
of darkness from the author of The Truth About Alice. When Caroline's little brother is
kidnapped, his subsequent rescue leads to the discovery of Ethan, a teenager who has been
living with the kidnapper since he was a young child himself. In the aftermath, Caroline can't
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help but wonder what Ethan knows about everything that happened to her brother, who is not
readjusting well to life at home. And although Ethan is desperate for a friend, he can't see
Caroline without experiencing a resurgence of traumatic memories. But after the media circus
surrounding the kidnappings departs from their small Texas town, both Caroline and Ethan find
that they need a friend--and their best option just might be each other.
From the author of Moxie, soon to be a major Netflix production Fans of THIRTEEN
REASONS WHY will love this powerful book about stereotypes, secrets and standing up for
gender equality, from the author of Zoella Book Club book MOXIE. There are all sorts of
rumours about Alice Franklin. And after star quarterback Brandon Fitzsimmons dies in a car
accident, the rumours start to spiral out of control blaming Alice for Brandon's death. In this
remarkable novel, four Healy High students - the party girl, the car accident survivor, the ex
best friend and the boy next door - tell all they know. But exactly what is the truth about Alice?
In the end there's only one person to ask: Alice herself. Zoella on Moxie: 'I LOVE THIS BOOK
SO MUCH ... a really empowering book that I wish I had read when I was younger.' 'Should be
required reading for anyone in high school' Bustle
'I LOVE THIS BOOK SO MUCH!' Zoella '... this is my new favorite book. I'm proud to be a
Moxie girl!' Jennifer Niven, author of All the Bright Places and Holding Up the Universe Vivian
Carter is fed up. Fed up with her high school teachers who think the football team can do no
wrong. Fed up with sexist dress codes, hallway harassment and gross comments from guys
during class. But most of all, Viv Carter is fed up with always following the rules. Viv's mum
was a tough-as-nails, punk rock Riot Grrrl in the '90s, and now Viv takes a page from her
mother's past and creates Moxie, a feminist zine that she distributes anonymously to her
classmates. She's just blowing off steam, but other girls respond and spread the Moxie
message. As Viv forges friendships with other young women across the divides of cliques and
popularity rankings, she realises that what she has started is nothing short of a girl revolution.
TIME TO FIGHT LIKE A GIRL A page-turning read with a feminist message, for anyone who
has ever had to deal with #everydaysexism 'MOXIE is sweet funny and fierce. Read this and
then join the fight!' AMY POEHLER
The two-time Newbery Honor winner Gary D. Schmidt delivers the shattering story of Joseph,
a father at thirteen, who has never seen his daughter, Jupiter. After spending time in a juvenile
facility, he’s placed with a foster family on a farm in rural Maine. Here Joseph, damaged and
withdrawn, meets twelve-year-old Jack, who narrates the account of the troubled, passionate
teen who wants to find his baby at any cost. In this riveting novel, two boys discover the true
meaning of family and the sacrifices it requires.
From Jennifer Mathieu, the author of The Truth About Alice comes a novel about the courage
to believe and what it means to be truly devoted. Rachel Walker is devoted to God. She prays
every day, attends Calvary Christian Church with her family, helps care for her five younger
siblings, dresses modestly, and prepares herself to be a wife and mother who serves the Lord
with joy. But Rachel is curious about the world her family has turned away from, and
increasingly finds that neither the church nor her homeschool education has the answers she
craves. Rachel has always found solace in her beliefs, but now she can't shake the feeling that
her devotion might destroy her soul.
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of All the Bright Places comes a compulsively
readable novel about a young woman determined to write her own story--sex, heartbreak,
family dramas, and all. "A coming-of-age story that will make your heart ache." —PopSugar
With high school coming to an end, Claudine Henry is focused on four things: sex, starting
college, becoming a famous writer, and... sex. But when her parents announce they're splitting
up, her entire world begins to fall apart. The epic road trip she planned with her best friend is
cancelled, and she finds herself stuck on a remote island off the coast of Georgia with her
mom - an island with no WiFi, no cell service and no friends. Until she meets the free spirited,
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mysterious, and beautiful Jeremiah. He infuriates and intrigues her. Their chemistry takes her
by surprise, and when Claude decides he should be her first, she tells herself it's just sex.
Exactly what she wanted, right? They both know that what they have can't last forever, but
maybe the time they have can be enough.
“A love letter to fandom, friendship, and the stories that shape us, Eliza and Her Monsters is
absolutely magical.”—Marieke Nijkamp, New York Times–bestselling author of This Is Where It
Ends Eighteen-year-old Eliza Mirk is the anonymous creator of the wildly popular webcomic
Monstrous Sea, but when a new boy at school tempts her to live a life offline, everything she’s
worked for begins to crumble. Rainbow Rowell’s Fangirl meets Noelle Stevenson’s Nimona in
this acclaimed novel about art, fandom, and finding the courage to be yourself. “A musthave.”—School Library Journal In the real world, Eliza Mirk is shy, weird, and friendless. Online,
Eliza is LadyConstellation, anonymous creator of a popular webcomic called Monstrous Sea.
With millions of followers and fans throughout the world, Eliza’s persona is popular. Eliza
can’t imagine enjoying the real world as much as she loves her digital community. Then
Wallace Warland transfers to her school and Eliza begins to wonder if a life offline might be
worthwhile. But when Eliza’s secret is accidentally shared with the world, everything she’s
built—her story, her relationship with Wallace, and even her sanity—begins to fall apart. With
pages from Eliza’s webcomic, as well as screenshots from Eliza’s online forums, this book will
appeal to fans of Noelle Stevenson’s Nimona and Rainbow Rowell’s Fangirl. Young Adult
Library Services Association Best Book Best Fiction for Young Adults Top Ten Kirkus Best
Book Texas Tayshas Pick
INCLUDES NEVER-BEFORE-SHARED PROJECTS, RECIPES AND INSPIRATION, ALONG
WITH STUNNING NEW PHOTOGRAPHY For as long as Zoe Sugg can remember she has
loved welcoming friends & family into her home, whether it's to celebrate someone else's big
day or just being with friends, there is nothing she enjoys more than putting her energy into
making any occasion special. In Zoe's eyes the best thing about getting people together is
there really is no right or wrong way: maybe you want to plan a throw-everything-at-it shindig,
or simply make a special effort for one guest. Mostly it's about how people feel when they're in
your company. How the smallest of gatherings can feel momentous, and the biggest of parties
can feel intimate. Over the years Zoe has shared glimpses of this side to her in her videos, with
millions of viewers taking daily inspiration from her life. In Cordially Invited she shares her best
and never seen before ideas in print. Divided into seasons, and woven through with Zoe's own
stories and memories, this book reveals her favorite events - big or small - throughout the year
and how to celebrate them in style. From practical ideas for how to feed your guests and hacks
for unexpected get-togethers to simple but impressive DIYs and those personal touches
people will remember, Cordially Invited is Zoe's blueprint for making an event and a memory
out of each day.
“An absorbing page-turner, equal parts light and dark, and filled with the sweetest, swooniest
ache. Everyone needs to read Jenny Torres Sanchez. Now.” —JENNIFER NIVEN, New York
Times bestselling author of All the Bright Places and Holding Up the Universe From the
backyards of suburban Florida to the parched desert of New Mexico, Because of the Sun
explores the complexity of family, the saving grace of friendship, and the healing that can begin
when the truth is brought to light. Dani learned to tolerate her existence in suburban Florida
with her brash and seemingly unloving mother by embracing the philosophy Why care? It will
only hurt. So when her mother is killed in a sudden and violent manner, Dani goes into an even
deeper protection mode: total numbness. It’s the only way she can go on. But when Dani
chooses The Stranger by Albert Camus as summer reading for school, it feels like fate. The
main character’s alienation after his mother’s death mirrors her own. Dani’s life is thrown into
further turmoil when she is sent to New Mexico to live with an aunt she never knew she had.
The awkwardness between them is palpable. To escape, Dani takes long walks in the
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merciless heat. One day, she meets Paulo, who understands how much Dani is hurting.
Although she is hesitant at first, a mutual trust and affection develops between them. And as
she and her aunt begin to connect, Dani learns about her mother’s past. Forgiving isn’t easy,
but maybe it’s the only way to move forward.
"Juliet Young has always written letters to her mother, a world famous photojournalist--even
after her mother's death, she leaves letters at her grave. When Declan finds a haunting letter
left beside a grave, he can't resist the urge to write back. Soon, he is sharing his pain with a
perfect stranger. When real life interferes with their secret life of letters, Juliet and Declan
discover truths that might tear them apart"-Acclaimed author Emery Lord pens another gorgeous story of best friends, new love, and
second chances. * "Will inspire readers." --SLJ, starred review It's been a year since it
happened--when Paige Hancock's first boyfriend died in an accident. After shutting out the
world for two years, Paige is finally ready for a second chance at high school . . . and she has
a plan. First: Get her old crush, Ryan Chase, to date her--the perfect way to convince everyone
she's back to normal. Next: Join a club--simple, it's high school after all. But when Ryan's
sweet, nerdy cousin, Max, moves to town and recruits Paige for the Quiz Bowl team (of all
things!) her perfect plan is thrown for a serious loop. Will Paige be able to face her fears and
finally open herself up to the life she was meant to live? Acclaim for The Start of Me and You A
Huffington Post Top YA Books of 2015 One of PopSugar's Best YA Books of 2015

Secrets are revealed as OCD-afflicted Griffin grieves for his first love, Theo, who died in
a drowning accident.
Where do you go when your heart has been ripped out? For Anna there is only one
answer; into her past, where the truth about her mother, her power, and her real identity
lie hidden. But as Anna delves deeper into her history, she begins to fear that the truth
about what set her mother running may be darker than she ever suspected. With the
witches of the world on the brink of war, the love of her life, Seth, gone and her closest
friend, Abe, wanting more from her than she can possibly give, Anna is in crisis.
Ultimately she will have to choose between friends, family and rival tribes of witches
and - at the last - between love and magic.
Poetry. African & African American Studies. Women's Studies. In Louisiana and other
parts of the American South, the Caribbean, and South America, escaped African and
Native peoples formed "maroon communities" deep in swamps and mountains.
Historians refer to the permanent establishment of these free settlements as "grand
marronage." Similarly, Creole communities in New Orleans resisted Jim Crow--but at
whose expense? This book examines the lives of New Orleans' Creole women of color,
told through multiple generations. The women of GRAND MARRONAGE find ways to
diminish the impacts of racism and sexism, but not without cost. What must be given up
for safety? How is the chain of familial trauma broken? What does inclusive liberation
demand from us? The unspoken--in both family history and the historical record--is
given breath in this multigenerational lyric. GRAND MARRONAGE is a map of the
spiritual maroon community created by Creole foremothers, and a beginning of the
work still to be done for this marronage to be complete.
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Shopaholic series comes a
terrific blend of comedy, romance, and psychological recovery in a contemporary YA
novel sure to inspire and entertain. An anxiety disorder disrupts fourteen-year-old
Audrey's daily life. She has been making slow but steady progress with Dr. Sarah, but
when Audrey meets Linus, her brother's gaming teammate, she is energized. She
connects with him. Audrey can talk through her fears with Linus in a way she's never
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been able to do with anyone before. As their friendship deepens and her recovery gains
momentum, a sweet romantic connection develops, one that helps not just Audrey but
also her entire family.
When her best friend dies under mysterious circumstances, Sophie sets off to stay with
her cousins on the remote Isle of Skye. It's been years since she last saw
them--brooding Cameron with his scarred hand; Piper, who seems too perfect to be
real; and peculiar little Lilias with her fear of bones. Still, Sophie never expected the
strange new rules the family now lives by: Make no mention of Cameron's accident.
Never leave the front gate unlocked. Above all, don't speak of the girl who's no longer
there, the sister whose death might have closer ties to Sophie's past--and more sinister
consequences for her future--than she ever knew. A wondrously haunting and modern
thriller, Frozen Charlotte drips with mystery and madness, secrets and survival, and the
chilling sense that the impossible might be all too real.
Leaders today need to be mindful of their circumstances as well as mindful of their own
strengths and shortcomings. They need to have the disposition to succeed as well as
the inner resourcefulness to persevere. Leaders must be willing to do things differently
but also draw on tried and true traits, such as courage and gumption. Moxie is a
concept that the modern leader is wise to adopt--one part courage, one part can-do
spirit, and one part recognition. In Moxie: The Secret to Bold and Gutsy Leadership,
author John Baldoni uses concrete, tried-and-true steps to bring out the inner leader in
everyone. For management and employees alike, Moxie provides a roadmap to inspire
innovation and effective leadership. Whether you're already at the helm of your
organization or still looking for a way up the ladder, Moxie is the leadership tool you
can't do without. Built on the MOXIE framework, leaders learn how Motivation,
Opportunity, an "X" factor, Innovation, and Engagement work together for success.
Now a Netflix Original Film directed by Amy Poehler! "Moxie is sweet, funny, and fierce.
Read this and then join the fight."—Amy Poehler An unlikely teenager starts a feminist
revolution at a small-town Texas high school in this novel from Jennifer Mathieu, author
of The Truth About Alice. MOXIE GIRLS FIGHT BACK! Vivian Carter is fed up. Fed up
with an administration at her high school that thinks the football team can do no wrong.
Fed up with sexist dress codes, hallway harassment, and gross comments from guys
during class. But most of all, Viv Carter is fed up with always following the rules. Viv's
mom was a tough-as-nails, punk rock Riot Grrrl in the '90s, and now Viv takes a page
from her mother's past and creates a feminist zine that she distributes anonymously to
her classmates. She's just blowing off steam, but other girls respond. As Viv forges
friendships with other young women across the divides of cliques and popularity
rankings, she realizes that what she has started is nothing short of a girl revolution.
Moxie is a book about high school life that will make you wanna riot! Also by Jennifer
Mathieu: The Truth About Alice: A powerful look at slut-shaming, told through the
perspectives of four small-town teens, about how everyone has a motive to bring—and
keep—a teen girl down. Devoted: A girl with a controlling, conservative family realizes
that her life is her own—if only she can find the courage to fight for it. Afterward: A tragic
kidnapping leads to an unlikely friendship in this novel about finding light in the midst of
darkness. Praise for Moxie: “With a story that’s equal parts heart and instruction
manual, Mathieu has captured the movement of a generation—warts and all—and shone
a light forward for the next one.” —E. K. Johnston, #1 New York TimesBestselling
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author of Exit Pursued By a Bear “Vivian Carter and Moxie are strong and smart and
so, so inspiring. She is my new hero and this is my new favorite book. I’m proud to be
a Moxie girl.” —Jennifer Niven, New York Times–bestselling author of All the Bright
Places and Holding Up the Universe “From its soul-deep girl friendships to its swoony
love story to its smart, gutsy heroine, Moxie is a ferocious joy. I could feel my heart—and
my courage—getting bigger every time I turned the page." —Katie Cotugno, New York
Times–bestselling author of 99 Days and How to Love "Moxie is an anthem, a how-to
guide, and that best friend who says, ‘You matter, too!’” —Sherri L. Smith, author of
Pasadena and Flygirl “Like the addictive riff of a punk rock song, Moxie will pull you in,
inspire you, and kick you back out into the world with a burning desire to change it.
Read this. Now.” —Jenny Torres Sanchez, author of Because of the Sun "An invaluable
revelation." —Booklist, starred review "This novel is full of wit, insight, and moxie. . . .
Highly recommended for all teens, but especially those who would enjoy realistic
coming-of-age fiction with female empowerment." —School Library Journal, starred
review "Satisfying and moving." —Publishers Weekly
The Listening Book is about rediscovering the power of listening as an instrument of
self-discovery and personal transformation. By exploring our capacity for listening to
sounds and for making music, we can awaken and release our full creative powers.
Mathieu offers suggestions and encouragement on many aspects of music-making, and
provides playful exercises to help readers appreciate the connection between sound,
music, and everyday life.
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